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Med school accredited; first class delayed

By Sue Milken

DAILY EGYPTIAN STAFF WRITER

Official accreditation has been granted to the SIU medical school, but a one-year delay in admitting first-year medical students on the Carbondale campus has been reported.

The reason for the delay of the first-year class is due to the unfolding of the curriculum and the fact that the school has not finished remodeling the Life Science I building on the Carbondale campus.

"We are very pleased. You can call your medical school anything you want, but until the liaison committee approves your school you're simply not an accredited school," said Knoll.

Knoll said there were several reasons for the delay in accepting first-year medical students. According to Knoll, "We have worked out a few, in addition to the accreditation, saying, 'We're very pleased. You can call your medical school anything you want, but until the liaison committee approves your school you're simply not an accredited school.'"

Knoll said that if this were to happen, the medical school would have to fully remodel the Life Science I building on the Carbondale campus and have the proper facilities to prove your school you're simply not an accredited school.

"If the school has the proper facilities to prove your school you're simply not an accredited school," he said.

"This is the second year since we've been here," said Lee, "and it's been a constant force."

During the past few months, he said, there have been repeated power outages in the building. Residents are told that these are for the purpose of preventing the problem.

New and temporary transformers have been installed repeatedly, Lee said. And the work is usually done during peak usage hours.

"They transformers go out repeatedly," he said. "This is the seldom give advance warning. It's for their convenience, not ours."

The building has gone without heat for as much as 16 consecutive hours, Lee said. Couples with small children have been forced to move to motels for the duration, he said. And without compensation.

Lee has checked on the situation with a legal aid society and found that it is possible for residents to funnel their rent payments into a court account, rather than pay the University, until the improvements are made.

No definite step has been made in this direction, yet, he said, but, "it is feasible that it would happen."

According to Lee, the contract signed by Southern Illinois residents has a clause exempting the University from responsibility in case of fire, even if the cause is faulty wiring.

(Continued on Page 14)

Self-help drug program considered for ex-felons

By Richard Lorenz

DAILY EGYPTIAN STAFF WRITER

A proposal asking for the creation of a self-help drug rehabilitation home for ex-felons on the SIU campus has been reportedly sent to George Mace, the acting president for student affairs.

The proposal, written by the Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Coordination Organization (NARCO), asks that the facility be established at SIU beginning September, 1972. The facility would be called "Whole Way Home." NARCO is a group of inmates from Menard Penitentiary. It is a therapeutic program organized by inmates and maintained by inmates to help teach living skills and relative to drug use and social rehabilitation. Albert Simon, director of the Carbondale Employment and Resource Center, and Joe Vinovich, assistant to the coordinator of the Office of Research and Projects at SIU, have helped NARCO with the proposal.

Mace said Thursday he had not yet received the proposal. He said when he receives it he will talk the issue over with various personnel and administration to get their opinions. Mace said Board of Trustees approval will probably be needed.

"The proposal has not been discussed with Dave Derge," SIU's newly-appointed president, however, said that to his knowledge there are no other universities which have such a program.

Mace emphasized that this is still a proposal and that no formal action of any kind has been taken.

According to the proposal, Vinovich has talked to Mace and SIU President Robert G. Layer on an informal basis. According to the proposal, Vinovich found that one possible location for the home could be in Thompson Point dormitories.

The major objective of the proposal is to demonstrate that convicts with crime and drug addiction histories can make major changes in their life styles. In order to make these changes, the home would provide access to and use of available multi-disciplinary resources of a higher education community.

The underlying theme of the proposal is "one cannot rehabilitate a person who has not been rehabilitated."

(Continued on Page 14)

Complex called 'mental hell'

Residents claim housing unsafe

By Pat Nussman

DAILY EGYPTIAN STAFF WRITER

Residents at Southern Hills Building 14, a housing complex for ex-felons on the Springfield campus has been requested.

The proposal, written by the Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Coordination Organization (NARCO), asks that the facility be established at SIU beginning September, 1972. The facility would be called "Whole Way Home." NARCO is a group of inmates from Menard Penitentiary. It is a therapeutic program organized by inmates and maintained by inmates to help teach living skills and relative to drug use and social rehabilitation. Albert Simon, director of the Carbondale Employment and Resource Center, and Joe Vinovich, assistant to the coordinator of the Office of Research and Projects at SIU, have helped NARCO with the proposal.

Mace said Thursday he had not yet received the proposal. He said when he receives it he will talk the issue over with various personnel and administration to get their opinions. Mace said Board of Trustees approval will probably be needed.

"The proposal has not been discussed with Dave Derge," SIU's newly-appointed president, however, said that to his knowledge there are no other universities which have such a program.

Mace emphasized that this is still a proposal and that no formal action of any kind has been taken.

According to the proposal, Vinovich has talked to Mace and SIU President Robert G. Layer on an informal basis. According to the proposal, Vinovich found that one possible location for the home could be in Thompson Point dormitories.

The major objective of the proposal is to demonstrate that convicts with crime and drug addiction histories can make major changes in their life styles. In order to make these changes, the home would provide access to and use of available multi-disciplinary resources of a higher education community.

The underlying theme of the proposal is "one cannot rehabilitate a person who has not been rehabilitated."

(Continued on Page 14)
Hair dye topic of chem seminar

General Studies: Advisement Appointment: Wednesday, 8:30, Student Center, Ballroom B.

Midwest Volleyball Tournament: 8 a.m., Women's Gym.

Student Center Programming Committee: Movie, "Joe," 7:30 and 10 p.m., Student Center, Admission $1.

English Department: Lecture, "Modern Czech Poetry in its European Context," Dr. Jan Milner, Prague, Czechoslovakia, 8:30 p.m., Morris Library Auditorium.

Interpreter's Theater: "Pop and Circumstance," 8 p.m., Caliper Stage, Communications Building, General Admission $1.

Intramural Recreation: 7 - 12 p.m., Student Center Activity Room B.


Counseling and Testing Center: Graduate Record Exam, 8 a.m., Lawson 151.

Intramural Recreation: 1 p.m., midnight, Pulliam Pool; 9 a.m.-10 p.m., Pulliam Gym and Weight Room.

Kappa Alpha Psi Dance, 9 p.m., Student Center Ballroom D.

Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship: Coffee House "Rahab," 9 p.m.-4 a.m., 404 W. Mill Street.

Strategic Games Society: U-Boat Tournament, 8 a.m.-11 p.m., Student Center Activity Room B.

The Photographic Society of the Department of Cinema and Photography

Presents the First in its series of exciting recent films

TOM JONES

starring: Albert Finney, Hugh Griffith, Susannah York and Joyce Redman

Winner of 4 Academy Awards

BEST PICTURE

BEST ORIGINAL MUSIC

BEST DIRECTOR

BEST SCREENPLAY

Don't miss one of the most funny, exciting rewarding and earthy movies of recent years

TODAY ONLY

Fox East Gate Theater
All Seats 75c — 4:00 p.m.

"Brilliantly conceived. Brilliantly done. Devastatingly funny. One of the most unforgettable characters I've ever met on the screen." . . . N.Y. Daily NEWS
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Judgement at Nuremberg

(United Artist full length film)

Judgement at Nuremberg

(United Artist full length film)

Home Ec. Auditorium

Sat. Jan. 15 7 & 10 p.m.

Hillel House

Mon.-Thurs 7:30 p.m.

Only 75c

JOE

student government activities council

student government activities council

student government activities council

$1 at the Center

Ballroom D

Jan. 14-15

7:30 p.m.

Friday & Saturday
IM Center to sponsor workshops

Speakers from the Department of Special Education will participate in a series of three Learning Disabilities Workshops sponsored by the Illinois Educational Materials Center in Carbondale. Alice C. Thompson, visiting professor to the department from California State College, and John F. Jacobs, assistant professor and coordinator of the Learning Disabilities Program at SIU, will give presentations on instructional materials in special education and conduct laboratory sessions. The workshops will be held in cooperation with representatives of special education districts on Friday at Fishers Restaurant in Belleville, Jan. 28 at the Holiday Inn in Edwardsville and on Feb. 17 at the Ramada Inn in Carbondale.

Film classic heads Friday TV viewing

Friday afternoon and evening programs on WSIU-TV, Channel 8, in a series of three Learning Disabilities Workshops sponsored by the Illinois Educational Materials Center in Carbondale. Alice C. Thompson, visiting professor to the department from California State College, and John F. Jacobs, assistant professor and coordinator of the Learning Disabilities Program at SIU, will give presentations on instructional materials in special education and conduct laboratory sessions. The workshops will be held in cooperation with representatives of special education districts on Friday at Fishers Restaurant in Belleville, Jan. 28 at the Holiday Inn in Edwardsville and on Feb. 17 at the Ramada Inn in Carbondale.

LATE SHOW: TONITE & SAT. VARSITY


"If you see with innocent eyes, everything is divine" - Fellini

An ALBERTO GRIMALDI Production

FELTINI SATYRICON

Directed by Miklos Janose this Hungarian film is a haunting comment on the absurdity of war. Set during the Russian Civil War, Janose uses dynamic widescreen technique to fashion a unique and brilliant visual style. (Cinemascope)

Fri. Jan. 16 7:30 & 10:00 p.m.
FREE Ballroom D Student Center

NOW AT THE VARSITY

Harry's Back In Town... and taking dead aim at a 4th Big Week

Clint Eastwood Dirty Harry

2:00-3:45
5:30-7:25-9:15

You, too, can find fame success and fortune. Elmer Moriality was a nobody until he read the DE Classifieds, and look where he is now. The same can happen to you, don't hesitate, read the DE Classifieds today.

LATE SHOW FRIDAY 11:00 p.m.

the critics consider the possibilities A VERY HUMAN COMEDY!

For 50 years these three people have been heroes. . .

UNTIL NOW!

BOB & CAROL & TED & ALICE

A BLOCKBUSTER OF A FILM!

FRI-SAT 11:00 p.m.

Separate Admission

All Seats $1.25
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Letters to the editor

SIU textbook plan worth saving

To the Daily Egyptian:

In reference to eliminating the University-operated textbook service as discussed at the U Senate meeting, I should like to present some arguments defending the system as it is.

Previously, I attended Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, where all books and instructional materials were purchased at the beginning of each semester and then sold, kept or traded at the term's conclusion. This produced a magnitude of problems for both the students and the university.

Under that system, textbooks skyrocketed to become a major expense along with tuition, fees and housing. In one semester, even a student taking an average course load of general education requirements could easily spend $40-$60 on materials.

Many students didn't buy all the required texts while others purchased ones which were never used. At the end of the semester, students found themselves taking a tremendous loss when the bookstores paid at most one-half of the original price, sometimes as little as 81 on, for example, a $6.06 book and sometimes nothing if the edition had been changed. The condition of the book was not taken under consideration. Therefore, the students received a set price regardless if their texts were in excellent shape or failing apart.

This of course, resulted in an enormous amount of shoplifting, problems of marketing and also competition businesses. Students at NIU recently established a non-profit 'Serve the People' bookstore which at best, is struggling to survive without adequate resources and facilities.

If this system were implemented here, it would cost most students at least $5 per quarter or $85 per year for books alone.

I can appreciate Dr. Moss' concern for our academic welfare, however, before the University Senate makes a decision, I hope they will consider the consequences and alternatives.

Cheryl Dougherty
Sophomore
General Studies

When is a fetus a person?

To the Daily Egyptian:

I respect the opinion of Mrs. Libby Moore in regard to abortion. I regret that she does not understand my position or she purposely misrepresented it.

The crux of the question is when a fetus becomes a human person with "a life" that cannot be killed on the demand of someone else: after a week? after four months? after eight months? the day after birth? the day before birth? Why? To avoid talking about the value of a human fetus, which is human life, is to avoid the basic issue of abortion.

Mrs. Moore, being an intelligent woman, knows that I am not trying to force Catholic dogma onto other people. I have been more impressed with the evidence of the physical sciences concerning the value of a fetus than with Catholic theology. Mrs. Moore desires that her opinion be written into law. I desire mine. My opinion is held by many others besides Catholics. Not all Catholics hold my opinion.

Mrs. Moore also says the present law is broken and therefore it should be changed. Could be, but not an absolute principle. Laws against stealing are more widely broken. Should the law be changed to allow stealing on demand? I also suggest that the number of illegal abortions is unknown.

Mrs. Moore writes about compulsory pregnancy. If she would like to stop in the Newman Center I would be happy to call upon my vast knowledge and experience and explain to her how she and other women can avoid compulsory pregnancy much more simply, easier and with pleasure without recourse to abortion.

Some dismiss the charge of homicide by asserting that the fetus cannot be proven to be a person. But of course it cannot be proven not to be a person either. A fetus is human life. Moreover, we agree that it is a person entitled to legal protection as soon as it is born. So abortion on demand advocates would have to argue that some drastic change from non-person to person must have taken place at birth or at some earlier moment unless they wish also to advocate infanticide. If some wish to allege that the fetus is not a person before a certain point, the burden of proof is upon them.

To the Daily Egyptian:

What a fantastic opportunity the University now has—The resignation of Jacobin as director of the Center for Vietnamese Studies is the long sought for excuse to close the Vietnamese center permanently. The case of the center's complicity in an immoral war should not need to be stated again; I just urge the administration to make full use of the occasion by closing the center.

Michael T. Clausd
Freshman
General Studies
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Fantastic opportunity for University

To the Daily Egyptian:

What a fantastic opportunity the University now has—The resignation of Jacobin as director of the Center for Vietnamese Studies is the long sought for excuse to close the Vietnamese center permanently. The case of the center's complicity in an immoral war should not need to be stated again; I just urge the administration to make full use of the occasion by closing the center.

Michael T. Clausd
Freshman
General Studies

Mrs. Moore writes about compulsory pregnancy. If she would like to stop in the Newman Center I would be happy to call upon my vast knowledge and experience and explain to her how she and other women can avoid compulsory pregnancy much more simply, easier and with pleasure without recourse to abortion.

James A. Genisio
Newman Center

Our Weight, More News
A plea for Allen tenure

To the Daily Egyptian:

As a Letter to the Board of Trustees as a student at SIU, I feel impelled to write this letter. I am offering it in the hopes that somehow it will negate the one on which your decision is being based. The tenure refusal of Professor Allen seems to have been the topic of many discussions at the University.

No doubt you will admit that my main purpose or function as a student at this University should be to analyze issues, and be able to think for myself. Well gentlemen, thinking I've been doing, and I must admit I find it rather unpleasing. First of all, let me say that I've thought about your "official" reason for denying tenure to Professor Allen. You say his presence here has created a justifiable ground for censure, a letter voicing one single student's discontent. Now, I can see no evidence of such letters, only students speaking plainly, unadulterated blasphemy. Gentlemen, you just don't seem to be up front about things (honest).

I believe your decision was based on a rather selfish and subjective reasoning that would have liked to brand this man a troublemaker or agitator. Yet the true facts still stand in opposition to your reasoning. The truth is that here is a man who has always been a peace maker. I know one thing, I've been an active participant in the course every winter since I heard he was in town. Far from being a divisive element, he may actually have been a catalyst, bonding (one good example of the above) of the community feelings. My God, what could be dearer or closer to our American way of life? His crime is that he has the guts to speak out for what he believes (political). And you gentlemen, steeped in blasphemy, cloaked in deception, have the gall to censure him for it. In reality what you're doing is delivering your not so quiet message to all of the faculty and specifically younger members who are now actively seeking tenure. To me, your message glares like a huge twisted neon sign that says: DON'T MAKE WAVES, ACCEPT YOUR CONDITION AND KEEP YOUR PRAYERS PRIVATE. DON'T DARE STAND UP FOR WHAT YOU BELIEVE IN OR I WILL CHASTISE YOU WITH ALL THE FURY AND POWER I CAN MUSTER. Simply, for those who desire: TENURE DENIAL AND PUBLIC Censure.

How does all this affect me as a student? Somehow, I feel my future actually teetering back and forth weighted now on one side. Gentlemen, your decision may have a profound and lasting effect on my life. Lately, I've thought a lot about teaching philosophy. That's right, some days I really feel like deporting my liberal views to the service, to life and living in the academic community.

But now everything seems to have gone just a little (or maybe a lot) sour. Plainly, see what happened to Professor Allen could just as easily happen to me. Or, I don't, deny me the right to a full and satisfied life just because I want to speak my mind. Must I always have this burden hanging on my head?

Honestly, after seeing what has happened to Prof. Allen, I believe I sure want I to be a teacher. Yes, gentlemen, you have perverted me. Your decision has filled me with anxiety and resentment. I'm not sure I am a teaching candidate. What Am I to do? Am I to subject myself to your indiscriminate whim or am I to speak out? Shades of the University. Can I? Am I sure? But for me, Mr. Kennedy is in crying out. My fingers itch to cut those strings with which you so blandly attempt to manipulate my life. I guess the next move on life's giant chess game is up to you. In the name of personal freedom, in the name of democracy (however obscure the euphemism), in the name of every bit of our American heritage, I urge you to give this man his tenure. More than that, I go down on my knees and beg you to release him, the faculty, students and myself from your tyrannical desires to manipulate.

Gentlemen, you leave me no recourse but to rally against you. Please, help push the generation gap over so much closer by granting Professor Allen tenure, his security and my freedom. I don't ask you to speak to me for, you know, you're doing it for all of us.

R.M. Taradas
Senior, Undecided

Pro-Nazi film

To the Daily Egyptian:

The showings of Leni Riefenstahl's "Triumph Of The Will" on the SIU campus may not be viewed by the entire community in the best of taste. I wonder if those of you who view the film are aware of the fact that it is not only pro-Nazi, but it also glorifies Adolf Hitler. A good example of this are the pros and cons concerning Mr. Douglas Allen.

I have been in Carbondale since June, 1970. Within that time I have read and heard a great deal concerning the situation here at SIU. It is extremely uncertain just how much of this was fact, how much fiction and how much idealistic hero worship. One fact that I've been perplexed with regarding Allen's reputation enough that when the opportunity arose to take a course taught by him I signed up thoroughly expecting an interesting course. Philosophy of Religions in India, GSC 311, winter, 1971) and a stimulating discussion. As a matter of fact, the course was very much like many of the courses given here. However, a few weeks passed and I found myself wondering just what was so fantastic about it. The videos and slides were given by a poor lecturer, his course was extremely unorganized and so many students were busy talking among themselves that it was difficult to hear the lecture anyway. Allen was constantly saying "...you know..." and I never did--he was supposed to be teaching me, that's why I was there.

Now it seems as though his disciples are selecting letters of good will for Mr. Allen proclaiming his merits as an instructor. I ask, instructor of what and for what? I don't believe anyone would be able to say what the class was about, with all the notes I've heard, you'd think he should the university be. He has been showered with honors and I can't help but feel that they are due mostly to his great name at the university. I had an academic personal experience with Mr. Allen, the instructor, and he is, in my opinion, a poor instructor who added absolutely nothing to the course, as far as I'm concerned, anyway. Some people may be the opinion that I'm a naive, but I can't help but feel that they are due mostly to his great name at the university. I had an academic personal experience with Mr. Allen, the instructor, and he is, in my opinion, a poor instructor who added absolutely nothing to the course, as far as I'm concerned, anyway. Some people may be the opinion that I'm a naive, but I can't help but feel that they are due mostly to his great name at the university. I had an academic personal experience with Mr. Allen, the instructor, and he is, in my opinion, a poor instructor who added absolutely nothing to the course, as far as I'm concerned, anyway.

No raves for Professor Allen

To the Daily Egyptian:

Emotions are essentially motivators, and self expression is a necessary part of the human condition. In this case, I believe that the example of this are the pros and cons concerning Mr. Douglas Allen.

I have been in Carbondale since June, 1970. Within that time I have read and heard a great deal concerning the situation here at SIU. It is extremely uncertain just how much of this was fact, how much fiction and how much idealistic hero worship. One fact that I've been perplexed with regarding Allen's reputation enough that when the opportunity arose to take a course taught by him I signed up thoroughly expecting an interesting course. Philosophy of Religions in India, GSC 311, winter, 1971) and a stimulating discussion. As a matter of fact, the course was very much like many of the courses given here. However, a few weeks passed and I found myself wondering just what was so fantastic about it. The videos and slides were given by a poor lecturer, his course was extremely unorganized and so many students were busy talking among themselves that it was difficult to hear the lecture anyway. Allen was constantly saying "...you know..." and I never did--he was supposed to be teaching me, that's why I was there.

Now it seems as though his disciples are selecting letters of good will for Mr. Allen proclaiming his merits as an instructor. I ask, instructor of what and for what? I don't believe anyone would be able to say what the class was about, with all the notes I've heard, you'd think he should the university be. He has been showered with honors and I can't help but feel that they are due mostly to his great name at the university. I had an academic personal experience with Mr. Allen, the instructor, and he is, in my opinion, a poor instructor who added absolutely nothing to the course, as far as I'm concerned, anyway. Some people may be the opinion that I'm a naive, but I can't help but feel that they are due mostly to his great name at the university. I had an academic personal experience with Mr. Allen, the instructor, and he is, in my opinion, a poor instructor who added absolutely nothing to the course, as far as I'm concerned, anyway.

I'm certain there will be those who will ask why the hell I didn't get out if it was so terrible. Well for one thing I didn't believe it could remain an unorganized and uninteresting course. When I realized it could, and was, it was too late for me to drop. I had a scholarship and had carry a load of other courses in the same semester. I don't know Mr. Allen personally. He may be a tremendous person. I am not interested in philosophy of religions of India, and I think he should the university be. He has been showered with honors and I can't help but feel that they are due mostly to his great name at the university. I had an academic personal experience with Mr. Allen, the instructor, and he is, in my opinion, a poor instructor who added absolutely nothing to the course, as far as I'm concerned, anyway.

I'm certain there will be those who will ask why the hell I didn't get out if it was so terrible. Well for one thing I didn't believe it could remain an unorganized and uninteresting course. When I realized it could, and was, it was too late for me to drop. I had a scholarship and had carry a load of other courses in the same semester. I don't know Mr. Allen personally. He may be a tremendous person. I am not interested in philosophy of religions of India, and I think he should the university be. He has been showered with honors and I can't help but feel that they are due mostly to his great name at the university. I had an academic personal experience with Mr. Allen, the instructor, and he is, in my opinion, a poor instructor who added absolutely nothing to the course, as far as I'm concerned, anyway. Some people may be the opinion that I'm a naive, but I can't help but feel that they are due mostly to his great name at the university. I had an academic personal experience with Mr. Allen, the instructor, and he is, in my opinion, a poor instructor who added absolutely nothing to the course, as far as I'm concerned, anyway. Some people may be the opinion that I'm a naive, but I can't help but feel that they are due mostly to his great name at the university. I had an academic personal experience with Mr. Allen, the instructor, and he is, in my opinion, a poor instructor who added absolutely nothing to the course, as far as I'm concerned, anyway. Some people may be the opinion that I'm a naive, but I can't help but feel that they are due mostly to his great name at the university. I had an academic personal experience with Mr. Allen, the instructor, and he is, in my opinion, a poor instructor who added absolutely nothing to the course, as far as I'm concerned, anyway. Some people may be the opinion that I'm a naive, but I can't help but feel that they are due mostly to his great name at the university. I had an academic personal experience with Mr. Allen, the instructor, and he is, in my opinion, a poor instructor who added absolutely nothing to the course, as far as I'm concerned, anyway. Some people may be the opinion that I'm a naive, but I can't help but feel that they are due mostly to his great name at the university. I had an academic personal experience with Mr. Allen, the instructor, and he is, in my opinion, a poor instructor who added absolutely nothing to the course, as far as I'm concerned, anyway.
Morris Library to open at 6 p.m. on Sunday

In order to hook up the Humanities and Social Sciences Building to the University electrical system, there will be a power outage at Morris Library and other buildings from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday.

This means that the library will not open until 6 p.m. on Sunday, according to Ferris S. Randall, director of Morris Library.

Library time on weekends will change

According to Ferris S. Randall, director of Morris Library, weekend hours at the library will be prolonged, but weekday hours will remain unchanged.

The new hours will be from 7:45 a.m. to midnight Monday through Thursday, 7:45 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays and 2 p.m. to midnight on Sundays (except this Sunday). These hours will be effective starting this weekend.

VISTA reps rap on WIDB

Representatives from the Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA) will be on the WIDB talk show, "Anodyne" at 10 p.m. Monday to discuss the role and viability of VISTA. James P. Hager, public relations director of WIDB, said Thursday that listeners are invited to participate by calling 536-2362.

Saddle Club plans rodeo, lectures

The Saluki Saddle Club made plans for winter quarter and scheduled a rodeo at Wednesday night's meeting.

Julie Berg, president of the club, announced that meetings will be every other week this quarter. A movie and lecture on horses has been planned for the next meeting, Jan. 15. A rodeo and play day has been planned for all members at the 4H Cutting Range in Glaston, Ill., on Feb. 16. This will be the main outdoor event of the quarter.

On March 1, Juanita J. Young, manager of the Saluki Stables, will give a talk on different types of horse shows and techniques used in shows.

Other buildings which will be affected are the Physical Plant Greenhouse, the Center for Electron Microscopy, Life Science I and II, the Humanities and Social Sciences Building job site and barricades T-40, T-41 and T-42.

The Physical Plant Greenhouse will use portable heaters if the temperature drops too low, Joe Majewski, a worker in the greenhouse, said.

"The Center for Electron Microscopy will definitely be affected by the shutdown," said Judy Murphy, director of the center. "The major problem will be the high humidity which could damage the equipment in the center." According to Dr. Roy C. Heidinger of Fisheries Research, auxiliary power will be available if needed for experiments with animals in Life Science II.

ABORTIONS

All abortions legal and safe. Performed by certified physicians in accredited hospitals and clinics. Promptly can be terminated up to 24 weeks. Pregnant under 12 weeks requires no referral or hospitalization. All information here is based on current state and federal laws. Call us today. Fees vary. Free with most major medical in any hospital in Washington, D.C.

NEW SEWING MACHINES

DAMAGED IN SHIPMENT

SUGGESTLY SCRATCHED

COMPACT 206-246

COMPLETE WITH TABLE

Seams, pleats and easy clothes are your only skill. Cost $37.88

NECCHI SEWING CENTER

220 West Monica

943-4653

Herrin

NOW! EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT

SEAFOOD NIGHT

THE RED LION

ALL YOU CAN EAT

• Fried Scallops

• Fried Shrimp

• Fried Clams

• Fresh Gulf Shrimp

• Fresh Oysters

$3.95

Peel the shell off yourself!

Also Featuring

LIVE LOBSTER-SIX NIGHTS A WEEK

only $6.95

942-7132

1901 N. Park, Herrin

BONAPARTE’S RETREAT

FRI. NITE

The Fabulous GUILD

SAT. NITE

Payge III

SUN. NITE

SUPER SOCK HOP

With “The FUZZ”

TRIVIA CONTEST FINALS!

8:00 Phi Tau

Wilson Hall

AGG

Wilma

Beer Specials
Eckert to host forum here Monday

By Dave Mahman
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Carbondale Mayor Neal Eckert, in his role as candidate for the Democratic nomination for Illinois lieutenant governor, will speak and answer questions at 7:30 p.m. Monday in Ballroom A of the Student Center.

Eckert has been carrying his campaign to Illinois colleges and universities in the past weeks. He has visited the University of Illinois in Champaign, Western Illinois University, Bradley University, Quincy College and the College of DuPage.

Monday night’s appearance at SIU will provide a forum by Dan Walker. Eckert’s running mate, by just two days. Walker, who will arrive in Carbondale Tuesday night, will speak at 12:10 p.m. Wednesday in the Student Center Ballrooms.

Eckert will be in in Springfield where he will hold a press conference. According to Eckert’s campaign office in Carbondale, the mayor will release an official income disclosure and comment on pending ethics legislation in the Illinois General Assembly while in the state capital. He is expected to issue a strong statement on ethics legislation and call for stronger measures to that end in the legislature.

FIFA members discuss banquet

The All Ag Banquet and the Ag Guest Day Feb. 25 were among the activities discussed by the Future Farmers of America at a meeting Wednesday night.

"The banquet is a yearly event," said James Elliott, club secretary. Awards are presented to instructors, alumni, and students in recognition for achievements in agriculture.

Eckert is expected to issue a strong statement on ethics legislation and call for stronger measures to that end in the legislature.

Custom Motorcycle Parts 1st Annual Sale
Up to 50% off during the month of January
The Custom Works
801 E. Main 549-8200

Merle Norman offers you only the best

- Professional skin care & make-up analysis
- Complimentary make-up lessons
- Top quality wigs & hair pieces (for men and women)
- A complete line of men's toiletries

Free Parking (in the rear)

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIO
607 S. III. Carbondale

SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
WINKYS

Buy A Basket And SAVE
605 E. Grand
OPEN 7 DAYS
8 a.m.--MIDNIGHT

...makes you happy to be hungry!

OFF THE WALL

103 W. Walnut

SPECIALS: ALL WEEK!

New Faces
New Led Zeppelin
New Emerson Lake & Palmer

$362

New Crazy Horse
New Judy Collins & more

$381

$4.98 LP's -- $3.29
$5.98 LP's -- $4.00
All $6.98 8 tracks and Cassettes $4.95

BANGLA DESH--$11.95

Phone 549-5131

Special Sale On Over-Stocked Records

$5.98--$3.48
$4.98--$2.86
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Research chemist to speak on 'oxidative hair dyeing'

A research chemist from England will present a special lecture on the "The Chemistry of Oxidative Hair Dyeing" at 4 p.m. Friday in room 208 of the Neckers building.

John Corbett, who has been carrying out studies on hair dyeing for the Personal Products Division (known in the United States as the Toni Company) of Gillette, Inc., will be the speaker according to Col Y. Meyers, a professor in the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry.

Corbett's visit and lecture are being sponsored by the same department.

New Transfer Students

Informal coffee hours are being held for you with your academic unit. You are invited to meet and ask questions of instructors, advisors, departmental staff members & student organizations.

TIMES & PLACES

School of Agriculture Wed., Jan. 19
School of Business Tues., Jan. 18
College of Communications Wed., Jan. 19
College of Education Thurs., Jan. 20
School of Engineering and Technology Tues., Jan. 18
School of Home Economics Wed., Jan. 19
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Thurs., Jan. 20

9:30 a.m. Deans Office, Ag. Bldg.
7:30 p.m. Student Center, Ballroom B & C
7:30 p.m. Student Center, Ballroom B & C
Faculty Lounge, Comm. Bldg.
Tech. A, Student Lounge
Home Ec. 131 & 133
Student Center, Ballroom B & C

MERLINS AND
Proudly Announce the Return of

Direct from Minneapolis
for FRIDAY & SATURDAY

MONDAY!!

Beowulf
25c BEER All Nite

This Sunday At
MERLIN'S

Rock n' Roll Revival Salutes the Super Bowl
Featuring- Bill (Mr. Touchdown) Anderson

$300.00 in Prizes
‘Distracted’ speaker offers Convocation audience babble

By Sue Miller
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

That is the best way to describe this week’s Convocation. What Clovis Dawson, first lady and lecturer, did at Convocation Thursday could not be described as a lecture or speech. A more accurate description of her performance would be senseless babble.

Proficiency exams slated for women

Written proficiency examinations for a number of women’s GSE activities will be administered at 3 p.m. Jan. 21 in the Women’s Gym. Those wishing to take the tests should register by noon Jan. 20 in Women’s Gym 128.

Tests will be given for the following activities: badminton, basketball, bowling, boxing, fitness, folk dancing, gymnastics, intermediate swimming, modern dance and volleyball.

In order to receive credit for the one-quarter hour courses, a student must pass the written exam with a grade of C or better and pass a practical exam to be arranged.

A student may take as many as two written examinations ‘one per activity.

Those desiring more information should call 453-2297.

Chorus recital rehearsals to begin Monday

Students are invited to join the University Singers and sing along in the giant chorus recital of Verdi’s “Requiem Mass,” according to Robert W. Kingsbury, director of choirs at the School of Music.

No auditions are required. Rehearsals will begin Monday morning from 8 to 9 in the Home Economics Building, Rm. 140.

The Verdi Recital will be sung jointly by the University Singers, the University Choir, the Male Glee Club and the Women’s Glee Club.

Volunteer singers will be given credit for this quarter, but they can sign up for Music 002h for one credit hour for Spring quarter, Kingsbury said.

Additional information can be obtained by calling 453-3266.

Music recital scheduled

The School of Music announced Wednesday a recital by Daniel Pressley, assistant professor of voice, and his wife Nancy at 8 p.m. Jan. 28, in the Old Baptist Foundation Chapel.

The recital will be composed of numbers sung by Pressley who will be accompanied by Mrs. Pressley on piano.

Choirs directed by Kingsbury said.

‘Quartet’ performs at Convocation

Indicating the Convocation for this quarter got off to a bad start, the scheduled speaker, Ellen Peck, called from a Chicago hospital Wednesday morning to say she would not be able to make Convocation because she had pneumonia. SIU Special Programs had to find a replacement in less than a day so they obtained Clovis Dawson.

Realizing this and looking at both Mrs. Dawson and Convocation guesses, it is relatively safe to say it looks promising that things will get better.

‘Quartet’ performs at Convocation

Indicating the Convocation for this quarter got off to a bad start, the scheduled speaker, Ellen Peck, called from a Chicago hospital Wednesday morning to say she would not be able to make Convocation because she had pneumonia. SIU Special Programs had to find a replacement in less than a day so they obtained Clovis Dawson.

Realizing this and looking at both Mrs. Dawson and Convocation guesses, it is relatively safe to say it looks promising that things will get better.

Choirs directed by Kingsbury said.

One of Mrs. Dawson’s first questions to the audience was, “Is there anyone here who doesn’t have a problem?” To which one student (and audience member) replied, “Right now lady you’re the biggest problem I have.”

To say that the “speech” was disorganized is not sufficient. The following is a quote in order of the way she said it. “Never believe a man. It is much better to shoot him or give him arsenic. We women...”

In closing she said, “When I started out in life I thought it would be hard, but nobody told me it would be this hard. But things will be okay if we only remember three important things—the home, the heart and the place of prayer.”

Announcing the grand opening of Skip’s Marathon

FRI. & SAT. JAN. 14th & 15th
Stop in these 2 Big Days and meet Skip Fuca, owner of Skip’s Marathon

RECEIVE FREE a 6 pack of Pepsi

with purchase of 8, 10 or more

Skip will also have prizes you may win by registering.

Balloons & Candy for the kids

Florida
March 17-26
Disney World optional Round Trips & Motel
Only $99.50
549-1303

DaMARK’ JEWELERS
102 So. Ill. Ave. [old Location of Don’s Jewelry]

WELCOMES STUDENTS BACK TO WINTER QUARTER WITH

RED TAG SPECIALS THROUGHOUT STORE

SAVE, SAVE, SAVE, 1/4 to 1/2

DIAMONDS SAVE UP TO 1/2 (MOUNTED & UNMOUNTED)

WATCHES FAMOUS BRANDS SAVE UP TO 1/3

ENGRAVING SPECIALTIES

Class Rings
 frat Jewelry

Importers
Distributors

OPEN 9:00 - 6:30

Bar-B-Cue

MR. WHITT’S

CHICKEN DINNERS After
5 p.m. Daily
Open 6 a.m. Daily for Breakfast
Series begins Friday
TV 8 presents film classics

A new 28-week movie series featuring famous film classics dating from the silent days to the present will have its premiere Friday at 7:30 p.m. on the TV-8 Channel 1.

Included in the series, “A Film Odyssey,” will be pictures made in the United States and England, as well as Japan, Germany, France, Italy, Sweden, Poland and Russia.

The series begins with “Jules & Jim,” a 1961 French movie with English subtitles, starring Oskar Werner and Jeanne Moreau. On Jan. 21, the series will feature the original 1930 version of “The Blue Angel,” which brought international fame to Marlene Dietrich.

In succeeding weeks viewers will see such pictures as “M,” the 1931 German thriller with Peter Lorre; “Seven Samurai,” a 1954 Japanese picture; Sergei Eisenstein’s “Ivan the Terrible,” made in 1943 in Russia; Alfred Hitchcock’s “The 39 Steps,” a 1935 film starring Robert Donat and Madeleine Carroll; “Potemkin,” another Eisenstein film from 1926, the 1939 German silent classic “The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,” which is the earliest picture in the series; and “Knife in the Water,” a 1962 Polish film directed by Roman Polanski.

Each feature will run from 90 minutes to three and a half hours. As a companion show to “A Film Odyssey,” the SIU Broadcasting Service will produce the series “Footnote to Odyssey,” which each week will follow the showing of the feature film.

“Footnote to Odyssey” will feature film scholars and fans in a discussion of the movie of the week and a preview of next week’s picture. The program co-hosts will be Robert E. Davis, chairman, and Richard Blumbeg, professor, of the SIU department of criticism and photography. The show’s producer is William Nagi.

Super Bowl
Sun. Specials
25¢ Beers
50¢ Bloody Marys
Sat. Afternoon
50¢ Oyster ’n Schnapps
Fri. & Sat. 6 p.m.-8 p.m.

HETZEL OPTICAL SERVICE
411 S. Illinois Dr.
James C. Hetzel Optometrist
Contact Lens Polished
Frames Repaired

LATEST FRAMES & GOLD RIMS
We Specialize in Eye Examinations and Contact Lens Fitting Ph. 457-4919

January Sale
It’s sale time at Ross in Murphysboro
The Big Fashion Store on the corner
Dresses, up to 50% OFF
Sportswear, up to 50% OFF
• Novelty Slacks
• Jackets
• Tops
• Skirts
See Our Tremendous Selection*

Ross’ in MURPHYSBORO

Everyone Welcome

MORE THAN BREAD
LUNCHEON SEMINARS

Winter, 1972 – January 17-February 28
Monday through Friday – 12 noon – 1 P.M.

MONDAY
FOCUS ON DAY CARE: This look at pre-school child care will focus on Alpha, a day-care-pre-school service designed to foster in children: social adjustment, responsibility, decision making, self-confidence, and a positive attitude toward learning.

Topics of discussion will include: What Alpha is about, The philosophy, How it has progressed and how it has failed, The validity of child care service and other topics that concern children, learning and Alpha. Alpha staff will moderate.

DATES: January 17, 24, 31, February 7, 14, 21.

TUESDAY
APERSPECTIVE ON THE 3RD WORLD: Scarcity and rising expectations on one hand, abundance and acquiescence on the other, cause increased hostility and suspicion among the people of the world. How will the inequities be resolved, with or without war? The Tuesday seminars will seek solutions to reflect the reality of the brotherhood of man.

Leading the discussion will be persons from The People’s Law School, The International Student Foundation and The American Friends Service Committee. Tom Turner, Assistant to the Dean in Public Services and Relations will speak at the first meeting on the topic Where There is Energy, There is Life and Hope.

DATES: January 18, 25, February 1, 8, 15, 22.

WEDNESDAY
I'M OK, YOU'RE OK, THEY'RE OK, AND IT'S OK: An ASKELEPION Workshop. ASKELEPION stands as a place to come and hear the truth, dig yourself and heal yourself with the aid of fellow seekers. It uses the concept of Synanon, Phoenix House, etc. and the analytic tool of Transactional Analysis.

A person who lives through ‘digging himself’ can go his way without bouncing into self-created walls, barriers, manholes and sanctuaries. That person is reality-oriented rather than a posterurer running off images.” Steven Walker, moderator of these seminars will discuss the history, philosophy and program of ASKELEPION. DATES: January 19, 26, February 2, 9, 16, 23.
"Pop and Circumstance," a show demonstrating poetry in pop music, will be presented on the Calibre Stage of the Communication's building Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.

The Beatles, Bread, Chicago, Carole King and others will be represented in an interpretative song and reading session with a live trio of musicians.

The production, according to Alan Friedman, the director, is an original entertainment night club approach to theater. Interlocking medleys will keep the music going constantly. Admission is one dollar.

Commitment

Many of us are concerned enough about the world's problems to want to do something about them. What kind of commitment is really needed?

Come Hear -- "Commitment: A Christian Science Approach"

Given by Roy J. Linnig, experienced practitioner, lecturer and teacher of Christian Science.

Morris Library Aud.
4 p.m.

Rural development hearing set here

SIU will be the site of two days of hearings on rural development conducted by the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives. The hearings will focus on rural development in the state of Illinois.

The hearings will begin at 9:30 a.m. and run to 3 p.m. Jan. 24 and 25 in Ballroom D of the Student Center. According to Caldwell, Percy may take an airboat tour over the area on Jan. 24, but plans are not yet firm. Also in the works but not yet final are plans for Percy to address SIU students on one of the two days.

Percy will be the keynot speaker at a dinner at 6:30 p.m. Jan. 25 in Ballroom D of the Student Center sponsored by the Carbondale Chamber of Commerce. The public is invited and tickets are available for $10.

The D.E. Classifieds are virtually, effectively, fast, and most of all—they're Cheap...

DID YOU KNOW?

- We sell 100% pure beef burgers for 17¢
- Double decker giant hamburgers 44¢
- Delicious chicken dinners, fries slaw 59¢

Show this coupon and buy all the cheeseburgers you want for only 34¢ each
offer expires Jan 19th keep coupon for week

WE USE UNCLE CHARLIE'S BEST 100% PURE BEEF

Sunday Celebration

Topic: “Creating your own God” What’s your type?

Jan. 16, 1972

WESLEY COMMUNITY HOUSE
10:30 a.m. Coffee Hour
11:00 a.m. Worship

across from McDonald’s

You are invited to

The D.E. Classifieds are virtually, effectively, fast, and most of all—they're Cheap...
Alternative slates film fest, parade

By Daryl Stephens
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

A Shakespeare Film Festival, the use of shopping centers as open-air theaters, a parade and the painting of murals on downtown walls were among the ideas discussed by planners of Alternative '72 at their first meeting of the quarter Wednesday night.

Dotti Davis, Alternative '72 chairman, stresses that this year's major emphasis will be on the relationship between SIU, Carbondale and the surrounding area.

The parade, she said, will kick off the festivities, and will be held April 30. Ms. Davis said hopes are that high school bands from surrounding communities and Carbondale, as well as other community organizations, will participate in the parade as much as SIU will.

Following the parade, Alternative '72 itself will begin on May 1, running until May 30, Ms. Davis said.

She said the idea of using shopping centers as open-air theaters came from the Department of Cinema and Photography. So far, Penney's, Mordale, and Eastgate shopping centers have been contacted, and agree with the idea. In addition, the Department of Theatre, and Cinema and Photography, the

Schools of Music and Art will be involved, she said.

Robert Griffin, representing the Department of English, proposed that the city donate a wall to be used as a giant mural painting. He said students from both SIU and Carbondale Community High School could participate.

Ray Leech, representing the Carbondale Chamber of Commerce, said he agreed with the proposal, but expressed reservations about the attitude of Carbondale businessmen. They are upset by the political graffiti that has been painted on their walls in the past, he said.

"After some discussion, a decision

was reached for the Chamber of Commerce to contact area businessmen about the plan, and that an advance drawing would be submitted to merchants who expressed interest in the mural drawing.

Other ideas concerning community-SIU interaction included a conference of Southern Illinois mayors sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce, April 29, a children's matinee by the Department of Theater, and visitations by Carbondale citizens to SIU as guests of students.

The Shakespeare Film Festival, involving the Departments of Cinema and Photography, Theater, English and the School of Music, is one event whose schedule has been finalized, Ms. Davis said. The festival is slated for Shryock Auditorium, May 16-19.


Also finalized, according to Ms. Davis, is a special edition of Grassroots magazine, featuring high school and grade school talent from the Carbondale area. She said Grassroots staff members will act as technical advisors, while high school students will decide the editorial policy.

Other events planned for Alternative '72 but which were not discussed at the meeting are a carnival sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce, dramatic productions by the Caliprie Stage, a conference on "Mankind in the Universe" sponsored by the Committee for the Future and the Spring Festival sponsored by the Student Government Activities Council.
Spartan duel today begins two tough wrestling weeks

By Ernie Schwest
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

When SIU wrestling coach Linn Long was putting together the 1971-72 wrestling team, he wasn't missing around.

"Not only did he take some of the nation's toughest teams, he put them together in the most two-week package. It's not that he did it on purpose, it just worked out that way.

For the next two weeks and one day, the schedule will look like "who's who in collegiate wrestling,"

And it all starts Friday when the wrestling team is scheduled to journey to East Lansing to take on Big Ten champion Michigan State in a dual meet. The Spartans were ranked second by the Associated Press, and currently are 17-0 on the season.

The Spartans are ranked second by the Associated Press, and currently are 17-0 on the season.

However, the immediate concern for the wrestlers is how to deal with the Spartans. When the two teams met last season it was a costly adventure for Southern, losing the match, 20-15, and some of the Jim Cook who suffered a broke knee.

The knee eventually was operated on and Cook was out of action for four weeks. In limited action the remainder of the season, Cook finished with a 6-5 record at 142.

This season, Cook has dropped from last year's weight to 138 and is unbeaten, chalking up seven victories.

Cook's record is the best on the squad percentage wise, but Vince Testone (147) and Andy Burge (118) have more victories at 18 apiece.

The pair of Saluki wrestlers will have their hands full against the Spartans if they hope to keep winning. Depending on the ranking matches at Michigan State, Burge could go up against Gregg Johnson.

Johnson is a two-time NCAA champion who is ranked No. 2 in the country by the Associated Press.

The last time Johnson wrestled, he lost to NCAA champion Yoshio Fukita of Oklahoma State, 3-2, at 136. Milkovich jumped a weight class to 142 at the Midland's Tournament.

Milkovich is half of a brother act. His younger brother, Pat is competing at 136 and has accumulated a 6-2 mark without being pinned.

The younger Milkovich could have his hands full when he is challenged by SIU's Ken Geres. The SIU lightweight has a single defeat.

As a team the Salukis are 2-1 with victories coming over Illinois State and Missouri. State. The lone setback came courtesy of Northern Illinois.

Michigan State has also lost once to Ohio State and is expected to have its hands full again against the Salukis when they face the Spartans in a dual meet at 9:30 p.m., Saturday at the SIU-Arena, following the SIU-Creighton basketball game.

"Who wouldn't be uneasy? Herb has been jittery all week," Long said."

"Herbie has been jittery all week."

Herb has been jittery all week.

Women gymnasts face Canadian nationals

By Jim Braun
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

Carolyn Riddel doesn't usually say much about her gymnastics coach, who she thinks her gymnastics coach is a little weird.

"Herbie has been jittery all week about this."

Who wouldn't be uneasy? Herb has been jittery all week about this.

Herb has been jittery all week about this.

Midwestern Conference schools will vote by mail Monday on the question of eligibility of freshmen for varsity football and basketball competition.

The mail call was announced by William Downer, marketing professor at SIU and chairman of the conference's faculty steering committee.

The University Athletic Committee will meet at 3 p.m. Friday in the SIU-Arena's Green Room to decide Southern's position.

The NCAA voted to make it possible for university conferences to use as many student-athletes as they wish for the first time in the last two years of varsity play at its recent convention in Dallas.

However, the conferences have the option of retaining the old rule which prohibits freshmen from competing in any of the events the first year of their college enrollment.

The results of the mail vote will be submitted to the Midwestern Conference Board of Governors for final approval.

Most major conferences were expected to adopt the new rule, according to conference commissioner Dick McElrath.

"Phone for pool hours"

Any student wishing information concerning the recreation hours of Puhullim Pool is urged to call the SIU Intramural office at 630-7774 or Scheduling and Information at 403-8511, according to Larry Forbes, supervisor of intramural athletics.
SIU studies drug program for ex-convicts

(Continued from Page 1)

By using the diverse resources of SIU, it was believed that the Addiction Treatment and Training Institute (ATTI) could be started. This would be the first of its kind in the nation. This institute would work in mental health research and the development of better methods of effective treatment for drug addicts.

Each resident of the home would be given the same appropriate motivation and cooperation prior to, during, and after treatment for six to 18 months.

Randy Newman:

suggests, or you can buy

a DE classified

spleend way to have

some fun as

ticking other (what a)

Housing residents complain

(Continued from Page 1)

The fire hazards are Lee’s main concern, meaning the only gripes of Building 126 residents.

“They are a good 10 or 12 things that are really messed up here,” said Lee.

He said roaches and mice infest all the Southern Hills buildings. Sprays and insecticides have been used to control the problem, but have not been in any way effective, Lee said.

“In a lot of the buildings at breakfast, I saw me for the roaches get there first,” he said.

“Our rent has gone up,” Lee said, “yet our services have been cut back. Sometimes the maintenance men aren’t on time.

A few days ago the building television antennas were blown down because some residents were not allowed to use their own antennas, they must use the reception service.

Lee said residents have told parts of buildings have been ordered, but the area has been cleared. “They haven’t ordered maintenance man.

Southern Hills remains snow or ice-covered during winter. Lee said that he has been unable to maintain roads, and that some are not in safe conditions because of the snow, and that there has been no snow plowing,“he said.

James Dugger, business manager of Lee, said that the heating system is being re-started by Lee, said that the residents “get hungry and that’s all”.

“We’re not blaming Dugger, though, he tries, but he just can’t do it,” Lee said.

Dugger and Samuel L. Renella, director of Housing Business Services were unavailable for comment on Lee’s charges.

Jim Bliss, assistant director of the Physical Plant, said a number of his crew’s work has been threatened by the change of transit service.

“I think the if we were able to have the transit system in place, we wouldn’t have the same problem,” Bliss said.

Bliss said that an existing stairway had to be blocked because of the transit transformer located in the building. He also said that no stairs are to be blocked.

“I don’t know about that. I am not aware of any wooden staircases there,” he said.
FOR RENT

10x50 two bedroom trailer, late reduced rate, 475-466.

CAHILLY VALLEY APTS.

Old Route 13 East

457-7535

FOR LEASE

RESERVE AN APARTMENT FOR WINTER TO PLACE YOUR FISH IN THE POOL IN SPRING & SUMMER

Spacious 1 bedroom efficiency

LAUNDRY FACILITIES

Close to shopping

Brookside Manor

New Lease

LIMITED NUMBERS AVAILABLE

FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

Men or Women

Model Apartment

open 11 to 4pm - 2 bedrooms

- 2 bathrooms

- Large parking area

- Close to campus

- Mediterranean furniture

GARDEN PARK ACRES APTS.

607 E. Park

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

457-0751

1 bedroom needed, immediate
on Irwin, near campus, $50 a mo. & util.

Call before 9 or 7:00 pm. 549-0711.

PYRAMID APARTMENTS

1, 2, or 3 bedroom

furnished/ unfurnished

all utilities paid

0 new bedroom. com. pvt. turn. near shopping center & school. married or roommates only. 456-1306. 457-8747

HELP WANTED

Would you like to help others help themselves to better health and education? The action needs you. Action can improve the health and special education for those who need help. Women and men who want to help, and help others, Inc. Action needs up to 100 volunteers now. Call for the Falls Church-Virginia Action Center. Action representatives will be in Falls Church on Nov 30th. Call 453-5237.

C&O Canal Trail

Falls Church, VA

12 noon to 7 pm, Thurs.

Discount room, need, 2 br, apt.

will share 1 or 2 girls. Ph. 664-2335.

Wanted

Share trailer whit-spr.

will share 1 or 2 girls, will rent

water, electricity, trash, & restaurant nearby, $50. Call 549-3345 anytime.


For rent, 1 or 2 bed, apt. for rent, near campus, newly furnished, 457-8550.

Mobil Home, 3 bedroom, 3 1/2 miles east of Carlisle on old hwy.

Phone 457-3850.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

Limited spaces for men & women

unique split level apts.

WILL:

- Wall to wall carpet

- Fully Air conditioned

- Kitchen cabinets

- Full kitchen & baths

- 2 parking spaces

- Mature Environment

- Convenient to close campus

SIU Approved and insured

For information stop by or call

1207 S. Wart

Mon-Fri.

457-3424

Wall Street Quadrangles

WANTED

Amateur male: has had some difficulty controlling their temper. Overly sensitive, becomes verbally abusive or physically assaultive and later regresses. Needs help to function in society. If your behavior has been similar, please contact D. Kinion or Dr. Krall.

For rent, share 3 bedroom, old Kan. Ph. 456-1306.

N.B. Please be reliable.

WANTED

Female: students experienc-
Rebounding effort improves Aces hold Salukis, 74-67

By Mike Klein
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

EVANSVILLE—Bill Perkins and Marvin Brooks powered Southern Illinois out of a season long rebounding slump Thursday night, but the Salukis fell apart defensively the last seven minutes and were defeated, 74-67, by Evansville Purple Aces.

Frosh bar, shot by Roger Duncan to ensure victory on a field goal by James Gower two-point victory at the University termission but were tied , with the University basketball team mounted a large half -time lead , watched it disappear and the Salukis fell apart defensively the last Illini out by Evansville Purple Aces.

By Mike Klein
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The Salukis mounted a large half -time lead , watched it disappear and the Salukis fell apart defensively the last Illinois out by Evansville Purple Aces.

The Salukis outrebounded Evansville , 63-52, but were unable to handle the full court press and committed 26 turnovers, 10 more than the Aces.

With nine minutes remaining, the Purple Aces led by only one point, 56-55, as Paul Lambert's Salukis played excellent basketball.

But that lead quickly jumped to seven points, 63-56, on a pair of free throws and two layups, the final one by Welmer.

It was the second of four late game underneath baskets for the 6-3, 235-pounder but was fouled with 1.25 seconds remaining in regulation.

During the second half alone, Welmer scored five layups as Evansville never lost a 37-33 halftime lead to the delight of 7,388 partisan fans.

During a second half free throw streak, Saluki coach Mike Tunnicliffe suggested sitting his star forward.

The game's leading scorer was Greg Strother with 22 points. Perkins had 16 and Brooks 12.

The contest was a rough homecoming for Lobo and Ed Hembd proved to be a season-long rebounding story.

The Cyclones are defending champions.

Aces hold 5-4-2, 29-16-92, 164.80-163.95.

Aces held Salukis, 74-67, with a 9.40.

Individual champions included the Oliphant-Hembd combination on parallel bars, with 9.4 scores and parallel bars with 9.3 scores.

The Salukis' weakest event in the NCAA finals, Jan Alkink, 9.55-9.50.
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